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Abstract
With the increasing size and complexity of next-generation communication networks, it is
critical to utilize interactive information visualization to support the network monitoring,
planning, and management. Effectively visualizing large-scale networks has been considered
difficult with traditional methods because of the high link density and complicated node
relationship. Given the limited screen space, it is essential to explore how to present ultralarge-scale network data efficiently that can assist Internet Service Provider’s (ISP) network
planning and management activities. This work proposes a design of the real-time interactive
visualization system that combines the idea of progressive disclosure and multiple panels to
elegantly visualize the large-scale network and avoid the information-overloaded problem. The
system also visualizes the configuration of the network elements and provides the network
performance information, including the port-level Quality of Service (QoS) metrics.
Additionally, the system enables navigation through the port-level connection and provides
different modes for multiple purposes.

Keywords
Information Visualization, Network Management, Network Performance, Network
Monitoring, Quality of Service (QoS), Human-Information Interaction
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Summary for Lay Audience
Conducting network planning and management and monitoring network behaviors have been
considered more and more important with the growth in network complexity and volume. The
efficient network and service management with the large-scale communication network has
been recognized as an essential part of the business goals. The network operators and planners
are required to measure and analyze the large-scale network. With the increasing size and
complexity of networks, more researchers consider it vital to utilize information interactive
visualization tools to encourage data exploration and real-time analysis, and visualization can
support timely response and decision making.
Effectively visualizing a moderately large-scale network has been considered difficult with
traditional methods because the density of links is high and the relationship between nodes is
complicated. Given the limited screen space, it is essential to explore how to manage large
quantities of network data efficiently and also contain the necessary network configuration and
performance details. Providing performance metrics can benefit the network operators in
understanding and monitoring the behavior of the network, and Quality of Service (QoS)
management is one of the essential tasks in the network service management. This work
proposes a design of the real-time interactive visualization system that combines the idea of
progressive disclosure and multiple panels to elegantly visualize the large-scale network
according to its hierarchy and avoid the information-overloaded problem. The system also
visualizes the configuration and the inside structure of the basic network elements. In addition,
the visualization system provides the network performance information including the portlevel QoS metrics information, and the system also enables navigation through the port level
connection. The above are expected to benefit the network planners / network managers in
conducting their network health analysis in a more effective way.
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Chapter 1

1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation
There has been a rapid growth in both the variety and volume of network traffic, and at the
same time, it is becoming ever more important for network analysts to understand network
behaviors and conduct network management [1]. Network management is the act of
initializing, monitoring, and modifying the operation of the primary network functions that
directly support user requirements. Network management also refers to the methods,
activities, procedures, and tools that pertain to the operation, administration, maintenance,
and provisioning of networked systems [2]. Network operators and engineers teams should
be enabled to monitor, measure, and analyze the network ecosystem to keep it healthy as
long as possible [3]. Network monitoring and measurement provide valuable information
to network administrators, ISPs, and content providers [4]. The concerns about an efficient
network and service management have been considered essential for business goals since
it is one of the pillars to ensure competitive advantages in the market [3].
In a large-scale network with various equipment, it is vital to understand the physical and
logical connections, the hierarchy of equipment, geographical information, and temporal
variance of the network [5]. Some previous research works enable network administrators
to retrieve management information from remote devices, to analyze the collected data,
and to take decisions to fix or optimize the network by reconfiguring not well-tuned
devices. With the complexity of the context data, more and more researchers consider it
essential to allow administrators to shift through massive traffic logs in a visually appealing
and interactive manner that encourages data exploration rather than hindering it [6]. In the
network management domain, however, the gap between the daily network monitoring and
the high level of decision making is currently not well bridged by the current interactive
visualization tools [7]. Information Visualization as a tool to help human operators in
management tasks has always been highlighted as a research challenge in the area of
network management [8].
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Real-time analysis and visualization are worth more attention because of the support of
timely response and decision making [9]. It has been stated that visualization in near realtime may improve network administrators’ diagnoses and reactions [3]. Pras et al. [2] have
claimed that the existing information visualization techniques and tools do not satisfy the
network operators’ needs. With the increasing size and complexity of networks, the
traditional topological views do not scale well, and there is a growing need for online or
real-time visualizations to reduce detection and reaction time.

1.2 Problem Background
Effectively visualizing a moderately large-scale network has been considered difficult with
traditional methods. The density of links is high, and the relationship between nodes is
complicated. Given the limited screen space, it is essential to explore how to manage large
quantities of management data efficiently and how to view this data at a user-defined level
of detail. Understanding the network as a whole by visualizing objects position, their
semantic and relationships in near real-time is a long-term dream of the network operators.
The layout and view of topology and the organizing of topology play an important role in
network visualization [10]. Early visualizations were aimed at understanding overall
network loads and topology, and recent works focus more on helping network operators
and network planners understand the network at different scales [1]. In this case, the
interactive features with enhanced usability are mandatory, such as zooming, filtering, and
details on demand. Various equipment, such as routers, is used in a large-scale network,
and the network structure is based on the hierarchical information of the equipment. There
remains a research problem of how to arrange the layout for the large-scale hierarchical
data to avoid the information overload problem and also display the necessary details and
information entirely. Also, visualizing the network elements only according to its
hierarchical data may lose other essential information, for example, it is necessary to
explore how to easily determine both the geographic information and the hierarchy
information of the network elements [5]. In addition, using inappropriate ways of
producing visual representations always result in increased development effort and
doubtful results from the user perspective. Besides the layout and interaction, the design of
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the visual representations also needs careful consideration to better visualize the elements
and traffic in the network, and therefore it can enhance the monitoring and planning ability.
Moreover, it is essential to provide enough details in the network visualization to help the
administrators for their decision making. Quality of Service (QoS) management is one of
the essential tasks in the network service management [11]. QoS monitoring tends to allow
network administrators to track the ongoing QoS, compare monitored QoS against
expected performance, detect possible QoS degradation, and then tune network resources
accordingly to sustain the guaranteed QoS [12]. Besides, with detailed information, the
visualization tool may not only be utilized for network management but also be beneficial
for network planning. Network planning is concerned with the cost-effective deployment
of a communication infrastructure to provide adequate throughput, coverage and quality
for the end-user services [13]. The network planners could use interactive information
visualization tools to aid in capacity planning since the network congestion points can be
easily identified.

1.3 Problem Statement
Given an ultra-large-scale network topology details, real-time network configuration and
QoS parameters details, the research goal is to develop an interactive visualization tool for
planning and monitoring such large-scale communication network that would support the
following features:
1. visualization of ultra-large-scale communication networks and solve the
information-overloaded problem;
2. visualization of the configuration and the inside structure of routers, and port level
QoS metrics;
3. navigation between the linked nodes and ports in the communication network;
4. different modes to identify the capacity, anomaly and the quality degradation in the
network;
5. visual elements (data) filtering and generating the data managed file for future use;
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6. real-time visualization of the communication network for monitoring purposes.

1.4 Thesis Outline
The thesis is organized as follows: Chapter 2 reviews the background of both the network
basics and the visualization design methodologies and interaction techniques. Chapter 3
is the exploration and analysis of previous related network monitoring visualization tools.
Chapter 4 describes the approach and methodology utilized in designing and developing
this system and illustrates the design of the visualization in detail. In addition, it also
introduces the case study to further illustrate how the system solves the task. In Chapter
5, summary and future work are proposed for further examination and future studies.
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Chapter 2

2

Background

In this chapter, various related network concepts, as well as information visualization
terms and techniques, are discussed.

2.1 Network Basics
2.1.1

Network Topology

In graph theory, a graph is made up of nodes that are connected by edges, and the layout
of computer networks is an application of graph theory [14]. Network nodes are the points
of connection of the transmission medium to transmitters and receivers of the electrical,
optical, or radio signals carries in the medium. The links refer to the transmission media
used to link devices to form a computer network.
Understanding the network as a whole by visualizing devices position, their semantic and
relationships is a long-term dream of network operators and planners [3] as it allows them
to find bottlenecks in the network and to figure out if current hardware is configured
correctly [15]. Network topology is a representation of the interconnection between
directly connected peers in the network, and it is the arrangement of the elements (links
and nodes) of a communication network. Topologies can be physical or logical. The
physical topology is the way the network physically laid out, and the logical topology is
how the information flows on the network [16], [17]. There are mainly five basic
topologies: bus, star, ring, mesh and hybrid. In bus topology, there is a main cable and all
the devices are connected to this main cable. In star networks, all the devices are connected
to a single hub through a cable. In ring topology, each device is connected with the two
devices on either side of it. A combination of two or more topology is known as hybrid
topology. In mesh networks, all nodes cooperate to distribute data amongst each other.
Each network device is interconnected with one another, allowing for most transmissions
to be distributed even if one of the connections goes down. Mesh topology can be a full
mesh topology or a partially connected mesh topology (Figure 1). In a full mesh topology,
every node in the network has a connection to each of the other devices in the network.
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The number of connections in this network can be calculated using the following formula:
n(n-1)/2. The advantages of a mesh topology are as follows: a mesh topology could
manage a high amount of traffic; failure of one device does not break the network or
transmission of data; adding additional devices does not disrupt data transmission between
other devices [18]. Nevertheless, the full mesh topology is difficult and time-consuming,
and there may be redundant connections, which lead to reduced efficiency. In a partially
connected mesh topology, at least two of the computers in the network have connections
to multiple other computers in that network. The partial mesh is less expensive to
implement but yields less redundancy than full mesh topology.

Figure 1: The topology layout of the full-mesh network and partial mesh network

2.1.2

Router Architecture and Hierarchical Network Design

Configuration management is one of the essential areas for network management. It allows
a network operator to track which devices are on the managed network and the hardware
and software configurations of these devices [19]. The router is one of the network-core
devices. It has always been considered as the node in the network, and the connection
between the routers is considered as link. A router is a networking device that forwards
data packets between computer networks. A packet is forwarded from one router to another
through the networks until it reaches its destination node. Forwarding and routing are two
major functions of routers [19]. Routers receive the packets from its input ports, checks its
header and checksum, and then look up to the routing table to find the appropriate output
port to dump the packets onto. Routing is the process that routers determine what is the
best path for the packet to reach the destination. One of the aims of our visualization tool
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is to monitor the condition and configuration of the inside components of routers. The highlevel view of a generic router architecture is represented in Figure 2.

Figure 2: A high-level view of a generic router architecture [20]
The basic components of routers are as following:
•

Central Processing Unit
The central processing unit in a router performs the primary computing of the
device. It is the main component that processes the instructions necessary for the
router to operate. It executes the instructions of the operating system and also
performs functions such as system initialization and network interface control.

•

Power Supply
The power supply for the router can be internal or external. Some routers have
multiple power supplies for redundancy.

•

Chassis
A chassis is a frame for mounting the circuit components for routers, and the frame
also protects all the vital internal equipment from dust, moisture and tampering.
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•

Line card
The line cards provide interfaces to the network, and it is a circuit board that
provides transmitting or receiving ports.

•

Port
Multiple ports are often gathered together on a single line card within a router [19].
There are both input ports and output ports in different line cards in a router. The
input port terminates an incoming physical link to a router, and control packets are
forwarded from the input port to the routing processor. The output ports perform
the reverse data link and physical layer functionality as the input port. The output
ports store the datagrams that have been forwarded to it through the switching fabric
and transmits the datagrams on the outgoing link.

•

Flash Memory
Flash Memory is an electronically erasable and reprogrammable memory chip. The
operating system images are held in Flash memory. The content in Flash Memory
will be retained when router restarts or powers down.

•

Random Access Memory (RAM)
Random Access Memory is responsible for handling all the short-term storage
requirements for the router. Random Access Memory stored processes and utilities
such as a routing table and configuration files. Routing tables have vital information
such as the source and destination IP addresses of data packets and metrics that are
used to determine the most efficient route when sending data. The content in the
RAM will be lost when a router restarts or powers down.

•

Read-Only Memory (ROM)
The Read-Only Memory is read-only memory available on a router’s processor
board. The Read-Only Memory usually stored initial system bootstrap software,
operating system software and power-on diagnostic test programs (the POST).
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•

Non-Volatile RAM (NVRAM)
The Non-Volatile RAM is where the router holds its startup configuration, and it
will not be erased when the router is reloaded or switched off.

The cisco hierarchical internetworking model (Figure 3) has been widely adopted in the
industry for designing a flexible, scalable and reliable network [21]. Compared with flat
network design, broadcasts can be easily controlled, and undesirable traffic can be
efficiently filtered with the hierarchical design. A typical hierarchical network design
includes the following three layers: access layer, distribution layer and the core layer. The
access layer connects client nodes to the network and access routers are usually located at
the customer side like home and branch. The distribution layer provides policy-based
connectivity and controls the boundary between the access and core layers. The core layer
takes the responsibility to transport data across a network fast and reliably. Also, each ISP
has a number of border / gateway routers that connect a specific network (i.e., ISP) to
another network or ISP.

Figure 3: The structure of the hierarchical network [21]
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According to the hierarchical model, the routers that belong to each layer have different
responsibilities. The access routers are located at home and customer sites. The edge
(distribution) routers aggregate traffic from multiple access routers. Core router may
provide a collapsed backbone interconnecting the distribution router from various
buildings of a campus or significant enterprise locations. Besides the three types of routers,
the border router always connects the enterprise networks and the service provider
networks where the ISP connections terminate. The border routers are responsible for
routing packets outside the area [19]. Therefore, the border router has also been considered
and visualized in the visualization system proposed in this project.

2.1.3

Quality of Service (QoS)

The goal of performance management is to quantify, measure, report, analyze, and control
the performance of different network components [19]. Providing Quality of Service
guarantee is an essential requirement for network performance management [12]. Quality
of service is the measurement of the overall performance of a web service, particularly the
performance seen by the users of the network. QoS metrics indicate objective, systemrelated characteristics that provide insights into the delivery service’s performance at the
transmission level [22]. QoS metrics offer a way to mark traffic prioritization over
networks in an attempt to guarantee a certain level of performance. Quality of Service can
be affected both by human factors and technical factors. Human factors consist of stability
of service quality, availability of service, waiting times and user information [23]. The
stability of operation of the system and the fault clearance times may affect the QoS.
Technical factors include reliability, scalability, effectiveness, maintainability and network
congestion[23]. The QoS may also be formed by the transmission quality factor.
QoS can be measured quantitatively by following main parameters:
•

Packet loss
Packet loss occurs when the network fails to deliver some packets due to network
congestion. Packet loss can be caused by the following common issues: network
congestion, software bugs, problems with network hardware and security threats. It
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is normally calculated as the percentage of packets that are not received or received
malformed, and it is also recognized as a frame loss ratio. The formula for packet
loss is as follows:
𝑃𝑎𝑐𝑘𝑒𝑡 𝐿𝑜𝑠𝑠 =
•

𝑃𝑎𝑐𝑘𝑒𝑡𝑠 𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑚𝑖𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑑 − 𝑃𝑎𝑐𝑘𝑒𝑡𝑠 𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑒𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑑
× 100
𝑃𝑎𝑐𝑘𝑒𝑡𝑠 𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑚𝑖𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑑

Latency/delay
Network latency/delay for a data packet is the time it takes for the packet to travel
from its source to its destination. Network latency/delay is the sum of a number of
individual latency/delay components which include queuing delay, processing
delay, transmission delay, and propagation delay. Queuing delay refers to the delay
experienced by the data packet inside a router queue. Processing delay refers to the
delay as a result of various operations performed on the data packet by the router’s
processing engine. Transmission delay refers to the time it takes for the
transmission port to transmit the packet over the channel/link. Propagation delay is
the ratio between the network link length and the propagation speed over a specific
media (such as copper, fiber, etc.).

•

Jitter
Jitter is the variation in the delay of received packets. Jitter can be caused by a
number of factors including network congestion, improper queuing, or
configuration errors.

•

Bandwidth
Bandwidth is the capacity of a network communications link to transmit the
maximum amount of data from one point to another in a given amount of time. It
is the maximum throughput of a logical or physical communication path in a digital
communication system.
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•

Reliability
In a given time window, network reliability is the ratio between the total uptime
(i.e., total time – total downtime) and the total time. Network reliability is expressed
as a percentage value. Reliability can be calculated as follows:
𝑅𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑎𝑏𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦 =

•

(𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 − 𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑑𝑜𝑤𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒)
× 100
𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒

Utilization
Network traffic refers to the data moving across a network at any given time [24].
Network link utilization is the ratio between the amount of traffic on the network
link and the total capacity of that link. It is generally specified as a percentage. The
formula for utilization is:
𝑈𝑡𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑧𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 =

𝐿𝑖𝑛𝑘 𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑐
× 100
𝐿𝑖𝑛𝑘 𝑐𝑎𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦

2.2 Information Visualization Background
Data visualization can incorporate human capabilities into an intuitive visual interface, and
it has been widely used in the network field. There are three major fields in data
visualization: scientific visualization, information visualization and visual analytics. While
scientific visualization deals with scientific data, information visualization deals with
abstract data and visual analytics combines automated analysis techniques. In this thesis,
we focus on information visualization since the network management datasets are aligned
with information visualization assumptions. Information visualization has been recognized
by Card et al. [8] as the use of computer-supported, interactive, visual representations of
abstract data to amplify cognition. Information visualization focuses on the representation
of abstract, unstructured, and high-dimensional data, including business, social network
and textual data [25]. Network traffic datasets are generally large scale and highdimensional, and therefore visualizing network traffic data mostly employs information
visualization [9].
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A classical reference model of visualization (Figure 4) has been proposed by Card et al. [8]
to outline the main components present either in the use of a technique or the development
of a new technique. After collecting and processing the raw data to generate the desired
information, the information is processed and transformed into some visual representations.
Then the end-user interacts with the visual representation in a view. In our cases, users
(network administrators/planners) interact with the visualization to perform tasks and to
browse the network information.

Figure 4: The reference model for visualization proposed by Card [8]
A framework for designing visualization for human-information interaction has been
proposed by Sedig and Parsons [26] and the process is made of four major stages:
information space and task space, patterns and blendings, visualization techniques and
concrete encoding and interaction (Figure 5). The four stages will be discussed in more
detail in the following subsections.

Figure 5: The visualization design process proposed by Sedig and Parsons [27]
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2.2.1

Information Space and Task Space

An information space is a body of information that is conceptualized as having spatial
characteristics. Within any given information space, information can be combined and
blended from multiple sources and environments. It has been claimed that the concept of
information space is more powerful than just data in terms of supporting design thinking
because spatial metaphor is vital in human thinking, and data does not conceptually capture
all of the possibilities for the underlying content of visualization [26].
A deep understanding of human cognition is necessary for research in human-centered
visualization and the development of the visualization tool [28]. Cognitive activities
involve high-level cognitive processes, for example, sensemaking, decision-making,
learning, planning, problem-solving and analytical reasoning. A cognitive activity is made
of tasks, which can be cognitive, interactive and visual. Different tasks require different
distribution of cognitive, interactive and visual processing. Interactive tasks can be viewed
at the level of interaction patterns, techniques, or events. Visual tasks can be divided as
low-level and high-level tasks. Low-level visual tasks are performed pre-attentively and/or
performed in a concise period of time. High-level tasks and activities emerge from a
combination of repeated low-level interactions.

2.2.2

Patterns and Blendings

The patterns have been defined as regularity in some dimension, and they are derived
empirically from observations rather than from first principles [29]. Patterns present
abstractions at a meaning level of granularity. These patterns are not concrete structures
and need to be instantiated as visual structures. The patterns can be instantiated using many
different structures and this flexibility benefits creativity. The patterns were divided into
three groups: (1)primary, (2) substrate and (3)relational [26]. The following are the
descriptions of some patterns and their instantiation in our cases. The Token pattern
belongs to the first category, and it acts as primary building blocks for designing
visualization. The Token pattern can be utilized to map network nodes from an information
space onto a single unitized visual representation. This pattern is useful when a designer
wants to represent an item, in our case, the router or the port. The simplest instance of
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Token can be seen when a designer maps an item onto the atomic visual mark. The Area
pattern can be utilized to map items from an information space onto visualizations such
that their boundary, shape and region, and the Area pattern belongs to the second group,
substrate. The Group pattern is used to organize information items in the representation
space by congregating them close to each other. The nodes can be grouped in terms of their
location, and the boundaries are displayed using the Voronoi algorithm. In order to show
the network connection, the Link pattern can be used to connect nodes using lines. Both
the Group and Link pattern are in the relational group. These patterns can be used across
domains to help create novel visualizations.
These patterns could be blended in numerous ways, using different combinations.
Different patterns can be blended to create sophisticated visualizations that are useful for
showing different aspects and features of the data [30]. The pattern language employs a
syntax to represent the blending of different patterns. The symbol “•” denotes a blending,
where blended patterns appear together in square brackets “[]” and the symbol “∈”
to denote that a visualization or representational structure “is derived from,” “is based on,”
“instantiates,” or “is an instance of ” a blending. The blending can promote flexibility and
novelty and result in different instantiations as well.

2.2.3

Visualization Techniques

This stage involves either the creation of a novel visualization technique or the selection of
an existing technique from the space of techniques. The patterns and blending decided in
the last stage can inspire the designer to generate a new visualization or narrow down the
space of design possibilities in this stage. The network presents the possibility of many-tomany connections, and many visualization techniques have been put forward for
representing networks: adjacency matrix, arc diagrams, trees and force-directed network
diagrams. In each case, the graphical representation will be very different. In this
subsection, these techniques will be discussed.
In the adjacency matrix (Figure 6b), nodes will be encoded as rows and columns, and the
connection between nodes will be presented as a grid. It usually uses colors or other
highlighting techniques to emphasize the weight of each connection. Figure 6b utilizes the
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adjacency matrix to show the co-appearance between the characters in Les Miserables.
Though this layout seems to use the space very efficiently, it is hard to browse with
extensive data and to show the relations. In arc diagrams (Figure 6a), nodes will be
positioned along a line and draw the links as arcs above or below that line. It is easy to tell
nodes that are isolated from nodes that have much connection. Arc diagram is suitable to
visualize a small number of entities and relations, but when the number of objects and links
increases, it is hard to read. The hive plots (Figure 6c) are arc diagrams arranged on radially
distributed linear axes, and it is more suitable at managing the visual complexity arising
from a large number of links. Both the adjacency matrix and arc diagram benefit from the
linear manner and the control of the order and position of the nodes.

Figure 6: a- The arc diagram (up) [31]; b- The adjacency matrix layout (bottom left)
[32]; c- The hive plots (bottom right) [33]
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Though the layout of the adjacency matrix and arc diagrams is clear and simple, the relative
positioning of nodes cannot be structurally clear, and it is not so intuitive and requires more
mental processing. The force-directed solution emulates physics systems to achieve the
best layout in system equilibrium. The layout is displayed in Figure 7. Nodes are charged
with a repulsive force to separate them, while edges introduce an attractive force between
the nodes that they connect. Force-directed layouts produce a visually meaningful layout:
nodes that have more direct or indirect neighbors tend to find themselves closer in the
layout. The main algorithm consists of the main loop that simulates the system for some
iterations and then plots and graphs. The force-directed graph layout implemented in D3.js
using position Verlet integration to allow constraints. It assumes a constant unit time step
Δt = 1 for each step, and a constant unit mass m = 1 for all particles. Correspondingly, a
force F acting on a particle is equal to a constant acceleration a over the time interval Δt.
It can be simulated by adding to the particle’s velocity, which is added to the particle’s
position afterward. A quadtree is utilized to accelerate charge interaction using the BarnesHut approximation. With the force-directed layout, it is easy to compare distances, gauge
centers and margins, estimate density. This layout is widely utilized to represent relational
data, but it will be too complex with increasing the number of entities and relations, and
the running time and processing load of this layout are high. In this thesis, we improve the
force-directed representation and interactions to better show the overview of the network
and benefit in monitoring and planning the network.

Figure 7: The force-directed layout [34]
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The layouts that arrange the networks can be combined with other techniques to better
achieve the tasks. In our visualization tool, the force-directed layout is integrated with the
Voronoi diagram (Figure 8). The Voronoi diagram partitions the space based on the
minimal distance to each site. Let P = 𝑝1 , ..., 𝑝𝑛 be a set of n distinct points in the plane,
called sites, and d (p, q) the Euclidean distance between points p and q. The first order
Voronoi diagram of P is a subdivision of the plane in n cells, one for each site in P, such
that a point q lies in the cell of a site 𝑝𝑖 if and only if d(q, 𝑝𝑖 ) < d(q, 𝑝𝑗 ) for all sites 𝑝𝑗 ∈ P
with j≠i [35]. The cell boundaries lie on the perpendicular bisectors of the line segments
𝑝𝑖 𝑝𝑗 [35].

Figure 8: The Voronoi diagram [36] and The pseudo-code to implement the Voronoi
diagram [27]

2.2.4

Concrete Encoding and Interaction

This stage is concerned with concrete encoding of the information items, and the designer
needs to determine what specific visual structures and marks should be used and to select
visual variables that will support the user’s low-level visual tasks. In addition, for
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interactive visualization, the designer needs to select low-level epistemic interactions to
support the tasks and activities further.
Representation space is the space in which information items are encoded into perceptible
visual forms. Representation space contains visualization not only of information items
from an information space, but also of navigational elements, controls, and other
information [26]. All complex visual representations can be broken down into basic visual
marks. Visual marks are the objects of a mapping from an information space to a
representation space and they are the primitive building blocks of visualization. The
common visual marks are as follows: dots, dingbats, letters, digits, lines, circles, polygons,
arrows, etc. Visual variables are a number of visual properties that can meaningfully
encode information [26]. The common ones are as follows: planar dimension, color, size,
angle/orientation, texture, shape, curvature, and motion. In most design situations, multiple
variables are utilized together to encode information.
In the context of visualization design, making visualizations interactive is imperative for
supporting complex activities. One way to effectively reduce the mental load is to make
visualizations interactive. The interaction between a user and the visualization system can
be categorized at multiple levels of granularity. Sedig et al. [27] categorize the interaction
into four main levels: activities, tasks, actions and events. Activities always occur at a high
level and are often open-ended and complex; tasks are goal-oriented behaviors that occur
at a lower level during the performance of activities; interactions take place at the lower
level and involve specific actions that are performed upon an interface; events occur at the
lowest level of physical interaction with a visualization tool. How action is operationalized
determines the quality of users’ discourse with data and thus is an essential consideration
for designers [37]. According to the framework developed by Sedig and Parsons [27] for
interaction design, several action patterns were chosen to facilitate mental informationprocessing needs in this thesis. The following are the descriptions of some of the interaction
patterns.
•

The drilling action is utilized to bring out, make available and display interior, indepth information.
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•

The filtering action displays a subset of their elements according to certain criteria.

•

The navigating action enables moving on, through, and/or around visualizations.

•

The searching action enables seeking out the existence of or location position of
specific items, structures or relationships.

•

The selecting action enables the user to focus on or choose the visualization, either
as an individual or as a group.

•

The transforming action changes the visualization’s geometric form.

Similar to the visualization pattern, these interaction patterns can be recognized as the
conceptual basics of interaction design in the context of complex cognitive activities. These
patterns can be instantiated using different interaction techniques; for example, the drilling
pattern can be instantiated using the following techniques: mouse-over, click, semantic
zooming, gestures and spatial proximity.
Some interaction techniques that are selected to be utilized in this visualization system will
be discussed as follows. Brushing is a change in the encoding of one or more items
essentially immediately following and in response to an interaction with another item [38].
The intention of brushing is to highlight brushed items in different views of a visualization.
The details-on-demand technique is also selected to facilitate the exploration of the
network. The details-on-demand technique permits interactively selecting parts of data to
be visualized more detailed while providing an overview of the whole informational
concept. Semantic zooming is a form of details-on-demand that lets the user see different
amounts of details in a view by zooming in and out. Semantic zooming is usually a
combination of two epistemic actions: drilling and transforming. It could provide the user
with the ability to act upon the visualization to bring more information to the surface and
to manipulate the semantic and geometric properties of the visualization. Semantic
zooming adjusts the contents and density of information that is shown instead of only
changing visual detail and scale.
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Chapter 3

3

Related Work

There is a growing need to efficiently visualize large network topologies in the
communication network. Communication network management is required to visualize
relationships between a large number of network elements, such as the routing relationships
between the internet routers. In practice, network administrators need to monitor the
network in real-time so that problems due to unusual traffic patterns, equipment failures or
misconfiguration can be detected [39]. This raises the problem of how to visualize large
network topologies in real-time and provide plenty of useful information for monitoring.
There has been a vast amount of work to design different visualization solutions to display
the network, e.g. node-link representation [40]–[42], fisheye tree [43], [44], treemap [45]–
[49], matrix display [50]–[52], circular layout [53], [54] and parallel coordinate [55]–[59].
It has been widely acknowledged that node and link displays are the most intuitive and
effective layouts to visualize the small sparse network for a most purpose [60]. However,
there are some problems when visualizing larger networks with the node-link layout. The
displays are easily overwhelmed and become cluttered and visually confused when
displaying too much information. Also, the running time and processing load of this layout
are high. Besides, the interpretation of the layout is dependent on the node positioning, and
the different node positioning algorithms lead to quite different interpretations of the data
[61]. Many research works have been conducted in order to overcome the limitation of the
node-link layout in a large-scale network.

3.1 Survey of past network traffic monitoring visualization
tools
Information visualization has its beginnings as an area between the end of the ’80s and the
beginning of the ’90s [3]. The significant evolution with the internet happened years later.
The ’90s were characterized by relevant contributions from the AT&T Bell Laboratories
team. Many research projects have been conducted in the 1990s. SeeNet tool was
developed by Becker et al. [62] with three complementary graphical techniques to display
network data: link map (that represents network connections), node map (that displays
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nodes by showing a glyph or symbol with characteristics such as size, shape, and color)
and traffic matrix (Figure 9). Several interactive techniques were integrated into this tool,
such as manipulating line length between links, symbol size and animation speed, zooming
and brushing. The analyst manipulates the display parameters interactively while watching
the display change. SeeNet tried to solve the information overload problem through
parameter focusing and dynamic interaction. However, this system still cannot handle the
large-scale network efficiently.

Figure 9: An overview of SeeNet visualization [62]
Some researchers also started to focus on how to develop large scale network visualization
systems. An approach for large scale network visualization has been described by Abello
et al. [63] from AT&T lab, and it was an experiment with a novel graphical representation
of networks using a hierarchy of 3D surfaces that forms a hierarchical graph surface. The
3D layout can solve the link intersecting problem, and therefore, the display is perceived
to be less cluttered. The difficulty with the 3D network display is that they are often tricky
and confusing to navigate, which may cause the user to lose the sense of the overall context.
Some architectures and designs were introduced addressing real-time visualization in
1990s for further guidance. Parulkar et al. [64] introduced an architecture of a visualization
system that is configurable and can support multiple simultaneous real-time displays of a
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network. They presented a design for the visualization system called View Choreographer,
which filtered the events to present and perform user-specified mappings of network
events. A real-time system on Android terminals for visualizing network topology and
packet flow in the network has been designed by Tsutsui et al. [65] to conduct efficient
MANET field experiments. Nakai et al. [66] presented an approach to visualize networks
in real-time with a bifocal display technique. Though the visualization is simultaneously
capable of displaying both context and local details within a single window without the
loss of information, it is still not suitable for ultra-large-scale network data.

3.2 Contemporary Network traffic monitoring visualization
tool
In order to overcome the limitation of node-link layout, some recent research works
continue to explore the layout of visualizing complex networks and try to use visualization
techniques and some other techniques to increase efficiency in presenting computer
network data.
Some systems have explored using multiple layers or multiple views to represent and
visualize the network. Hofstede and Fioreze [67] created a monitoring tool SURFmap to
provide traffic information at a geographical dimension by using the Google Maps API
(Figure 10). Interactive zooming and details-on-demand techniques were applied in this
tool. Though SURFmap added a geographical dimension into network data, it lost the other
network information, like the network performance information, was not integrated into
the representation in the visualization. It only showed limited information, and most of the
information in the tool was described using text. In addition, though it provided four zoom
levels including country, region, city, and host levels to arrange the network data, the
context of data in higher hierarchical zoom level and the hierarchy information of the
network will be lost. Wang [10] described a visualization prototype system for large-scale
and complex networks. Organizing the large topology into multiple layers has been
suggested. The system provides a visual representation of network topology, device
information, connection information, and monitoring messages. Though the visualization
system also provides a satellite view for users to find which part if the whole topology map
is now in their view (Figure 11), the visualization will lose the context when switching
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between different views. In addition, the system has not integrated with the network
performance monitoring, and the visualization is not real-time. Though this visualization
still does not perfectly visualize the large-scale network for monitoring purposes, it
provides us with the idea to organize a large and complex topology into multiple layouts.
The top layer only reveals the most crucial structure of the topology, and the lower layers
contain more details of the network.

Figure 10: The screenshots of the DNS attack in country zoom level and host zoom
level in SURFmap [67]

Figure 11: A top-layer overview of a complex network and a prototype GUI with
Satellite View, Palette Window and Properties Window highlighted [10]
The 3D embeddings have also been utilized to solve the information-overloaded problem
in node-link layout in recent works. Inoue et al. [68] proposed a 3D visualization system
to display network topology, node information, link quality, and packet flow. For
visualization of topology, GPS mode (Figure 12a) and manual mode were implemented,
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and the latitude information of the node was provided in the 3D canvas. When dealing with
large-scale data, it is not easy for administrators to navigate through the 3D layout. Besides,
the interaction techniques are not utilized to display more information. A network
visualization system MANET using 3-D space and time axes for determining failure points
has been proposed by Tateishi et al. [5]. Instead of displaying geographical information
and hierarchical information of topology separately, a visualization method with 3D axes
was proposed. Geological information was displayed on an X-Y plane while the
hierarchical of network equipment was displayed on Z axis (Figure 12b). The viewpoint
and direction could be freely selected in a 3D view. Though this visualization enables
administrators to determine failure points and affected areas at a glance, when it involves
the large-scale data, the visualization will still be confusing with human’s cognitive
workload. In addition, it does not visualize various types of data, like network performance
information and router information, in a complicated way.

Figure 12: a- The GPS mode (3D) in MANET [68]; b- The example of displaying
physical connections [5].
Some novel techniques, including the machine learning algorithms, have been explored to
augment the domain knowledge of human investigators and therefore reduce the workload
of the visualization tool. Liao et al.[6] developed a tool called ENAVis, which offers visual
analysis features including connectivity graphs of combinations of hosts, users and
applications. The visualization tool was implemented through the use of dynamic
correlation and novel graph modeling. As it has been claimed by Liao et al. [6] that it is
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vital to determine the set of variants and invariants of the network graphs, the maximum
common subgraph and minimum common supergraph are visualized. The Walktrap
algorithm is also selected as it takes the approach of random walk for graph cluster
visualization, as represented in Figure 13. The system is also integrated with the graph
mining process to maximize the knowledge/insight acquisition. All these algorithms and
methods can guide the visual exploration process to only important things.

Figure 13: A cluster view (different colors represent different clusters) using the
Walktrap algorithm. The cluster visualization helps in understanding the
communities [6].
The above research tried to overcome the limitation of the node-link layout in a large-scale
network with adopting parameter focusing, zooming techniques, 3D layout, or novel graph
modeling. However, there still exist some problems with these methods. Some
visualization systems may lose the context or be confusing to navigate. Others may not be
able to contain enough details or visualize the large-scale network data efficiently.
Therefore, these previous works have motivated us to explore how to better visualize the
large-scale network data and also provide enough low-level details and thus enables the
network administrator to plan and monitor the next-generation communication network
efficiently. This thesis proposes a design of the real-time interactive visualization system
that combines the idea of progressive disclosure with the semantic zooming techniques and
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multiple panels to elegantly visualize the large-scale network according to its hierarchy and
avoid the information-overloaded problem. In this way, the whole network will be partially
visualized in different panels, and the users still do not lose the context during exploration.
The system also visualizes the configuration and the inside structure of the network
elements and provides the network performance information, including the port-level
Quality of Service (QoS) metrics. The low-level information could benefit the network
planners / network managers in conducting their network health analysis in a more effective
way. In addition, the system enables navigation through the port-level connection and
provides different modes for multiple purposes. More details will be further illustrated in
Chapter 4.
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Chapter 4

4

Methodology and System Design

4.1 System Structure Design
The system design configuration is illustrated in Figure 14. The client-server architecture
has been adopted, and there are three layers in the system architecture (from left to right in
Figure 14): the storage layer, back-end layer and the visualization layer (front-end layer).
The information stored in the storage layer is discussed in detail in Section 4.2. The server
is implemented to retrieve the data from the storage layer and continuously generate and
publish new network data to the visualization layer. The users interact with the
visualization tool at the visualization layer to explore and monitor the network. The users
can also input some numbers and select the attributes to display the user-defined range of
data elements. The visualization layer will send the query to the server, and after the server
receiving the request, the server will filter the data according to the query range and then
save the filtered data files for management purposes.

Figure 14: The system design configuration architecture
Our visualization tool is required to visualize the real-time network data, and the users can
also interact with the tool and send queries to the server. Therefore, besides continuously
sending the data to the visualization layer, continuous and full-duplex communication
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between the server and the visualization layer is required. Due to this reason, WebSocket
has been applied in this real-time visualization tool. WebSocket is a communications
protocol that enables interactive, event-driven communication, facilitating real-time data
transfer between client and server over a single TCP connection. The WebSocket protocol
supports transferring messages between a web client and a web server at any time in any
direction. It offers a standardized way for the server to send messages to the client without
being first requested by the client, and allowing messages to be passed back and forth while
keeping the connection open [69]. It is designed to be implemented in web browsers and
web servers, but it can be used by any client or server applications. The server side runs on
a 2.3 GHz Intel Core i5 macOS machine with 16 GB 2133 MHz LPDDR3 memory that
can handle a large amount of processing in a quick time. It is implemented using Python
and the Tornado library is utilized. Tornado is a python web framework and asynchronous
networking library [70]. By using non-blocking network I/O, Tornado can scale to tens of
thousands of open connections.
In order to provide easy access to network management, the network visualization system
would be developed as an interactive web tool. The creation of a browser-based tool can
be utilized as a generalized presentation layer for network management and planning
applications. The client application in our system is an SVG enabled web browser that
connects to the server and retrieves information from the server. Scalable Vector Graphics
(SVG) is an Extensible Markup Language (XML)-based vector image format for 2D
graphics with support for interactivity and animation [71]. The visualization layer is built
with D3.js and Bootstrap. D3.js is an immensely popular JavaScript library that provides
useful building blocks for making data visualizations [72]. It facilitates mapping the
processed data into visual representations. D3 allows users to bind arbitrary data to a
Document Object Model (DOM) and then apply data-driven transformations to the
elements. The Bootstrap library can help to style the elements of the page consistently and
appealingly. Bootstrap is an open-source toolkit for developing with HTML, CSS, and JS.
It contains CSS and JavaScript-based design templates for forms, navigation, buttons and
other interface components.
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4.2 Network Data
Instead of collecting, structuring and transferring data, simulated network data is applied
to the visualization system at this stage. The simulated structured data is generated through
the following process: selecting a structure of the data; using the random number generator
to generate a sample from the assumed structure; formatting the simulated data. There are
mainly two collections of data to be visualized in this project: the network topology
information and the router detail information. The network topology information includes
the link configuration that displays the communication in the network and the link
utilization information. The router detail information stored the router configuration
information including the condition of power, chassis, processor, etc., and also the slot
information and port information. The router detail data also includes the utilization
information of each router and the QoS metrics of each port. The detail of the structure and
the data range for each attribute will be described as follows.
This project tends to simulate the topology of routers’ connection in the real-life situation.
The percentages of the quantity of each type of routers are structured to simulate the reallife situation, and the structure and number of the connections between different
hierarchical routers are also designed according to the industry standards. The whole
topology of the network is a partial mesh, which means routers are much more tightly
coupled than in any of the basic topologies but are not fully interconnected. A partial mesh
can reduce the startup and operational expenses by not interconnecting low-traffic
segments. Therefore, the partial mesh is more scalable and affordable than a full mesh
topology.
We referred to some databases [73]–[75] that provides router utilization and QoS metrics
data, and explored the information of the routers that are in daily use in industrial
application. According to these data examples, we settled some standards for each type of
routers and defined the range for the slot utilization, port utilization and port bandwidth.
They are illustrated in Table 1, Table 2 and Table 3. To simulate the QoS performance data
of the ports, the range for each QoS metric is defined. The range for the delay is 1 to 300
milliseconds (ms) and the range for jitter is from 0 to 300 ms. The packet loss is within 0
to 25 percent. The range for reliability is from 0 to 100 percent. In addition, the range for
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the speed of the port is according to the line card’s type where the port located. The data
range is determined for generating the simulated test data to examine the visualization tool.
It is only used for facilitating the simulated network data generating process and the realworld data could be within different data ranges. The data is generated using the Random
module in Python and the random integers are from the discrete uniform distribution. The
discrete uniform distribution with parameters (a, b) constructs a random variable with an
equal probability of being any one of the integers in the half-open range [a, b]. If a is not
given, it is assumed to be zero and the only parameter is b. With the simulated network
data, we could operate our proposed visualization tool experimentally and confirm the
effectiveness of our network visualization system.
The data is represented using JavaScript Object Notation (JSON). It can be noticed that in
Figure 15, in the router detail collection, the port data is embedded into the slot object, and
the slot object is embedded into the router node. The delay, packet loss, reliability, jitter
and bandwidth information of each port are stored. Another example in Figure 15 is the
data in the network topology collection, and the data includes the source and target
information and the link utilization.
Router Type:
Access
Chassis
Memory
Processor
Power
Customer
Facing Slots

Edge Facing
Slots

Config

Card
Type

Total
Ports

Slot
Utilization
(%)

Standard
Standard
Dual
Dual

Port Utilization (%)

Port
Bandwidth
(%)

30 - 90
50 - 90

15

50-90
10Mbps
100Mbps
GE
10GE

10
10
20
20

GE
10GE

20
20

5

70-90
50 - 80
50 - 80

50-90
50-90

Table 1: The data range for the simulated configuration information of the access
router
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Router Type:
Edge
Chassis
Memory
Processor
Power
Access Facing
Slots

Core Facing
Slots

Config
Standard
Standard
Dual
Dual

Card
Type

Total
Ports

Slot
Utilization
(%)

Port
Utilization (%)

Port Bandwidth
(%)

30 - 90
50 - 90

10

50-90
10Mbps
100Mbps
GE
10GE
40GE

10
10
20
20
10

GE
10GE
40GE
100GE

10
10
6
4

10

50 - 80
50 - 80
50 - 80
50 - 80
50 - 80

50-90
50-90
50-90
30-90
30-90

50-80
50-80
30 - 80
30 - 80

50-90
30-90
30-90
30-90

50-90

Table 2: The data range for the simulated configuration information of the edge
router

Router Type:
Core
Chassis
Memory
Processor
Power

Config
Standard
Standard
Dual
Dual

Edge
Facing Slots

10

Border Facing
Slots

Card
Type

Total
Ports

Slot
Utilization (%)

Port
Utilization (%)

Port
Bandwidth (%)

30 - 90
50 - 90

50-90
GE
10GE
40GE
100GE

10
10
6
4

40GE
100GE

6
4

8

50-80
50-80
30 - 80
30 - 80

50-90
50-90
50-90
30-90

30 - 80
30 - 80

50-90
30-90

50-90

Table 3: The data range for the simulated configuration information of the core
router
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Figure 15: The network data example
When the network administrators and planners interacting with the visualization tool, they
can input some numbers and select the attributes to display the user-defined range of data
elements. The visualization layer will send the query to the server, and the server will filter
the data according to the query range and then save the filtered data files as the QoS report
for management and planning purposes. The filtered data are saved as the excel files, and
an example of the part of the report is shown in Figure 16. The report represented in Figure
16 is generated to list the ports whose delay is higher than 280 milliseconds. The port
information which includes the port ID, the ID of the router the port located in, the line
card ID, the QoS information of the port, and the ID of the target router and target port is
recorded in the report to support the management and future planning. The ID of the port
is defined by combining the id of the line card and its position in the line card. The ID of
the line card is composed of the ID of the router and its position in the line card. The ‘SA’
means the line card slots are dealing with the incoming packets and the ‘SB’ means the line
cards perform the output function.
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Figure 16: The generated filtered data file as the QoS report

4.3 Visualization Tool Design
4.3.1

Method

When visualizing large scale network data for the monitoring and planning purposes, the
complexity of network architecture and large-scale data are the major issues. Analyzing
the overall network properties might be too coarse to be useful for network management
[76]. Identifying and locating faults naturally becomes more difficult with large and more
diverse networks. Presenting the complex network data into simple visualization is a
significant challenge. Instead of using parameter focusing and 3D embeddings to solve the
information overload problem in large-scale network visualization, the visualization in this
thesis is designed to combine the idea of progressive disclosure and using multiple panels
to cleverly position nodes to show the network structure.
Progressive disclosure is an interaction design technique to help maintain the focus of a
user’s attention by reducing the cognitive workload. It improves usability by presenting
only the minimum data required for the task at hand. Progressive disclosure can limit what
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is shown on a screen and only show users what they need when they need it. A hybrid to
progressive disclosure called staged disclosure had been introduced by Nielsen [77],
characterized by the back-next(wizard) interaction technique. It is a step-by-step process
that allows users to input information in a prescribed order and in which subsequent steps
may depend on information entered in the previous one. However, the wizard method is
not gracefully interruptible, and if the users quit the process midway, they might not only
lose their work but also may need to click again through the preceding steps. Even though
sometimes the wizard support saving of the state and resuming later, it is not easy for users
to recover the context and the mental model of the process. Therefore, our visualization is
designed with multiple panels to show each state of the visualization. In this way, the
visualization tool provides the context and more information than considering each
component independently.
In order to conquer the problem of the overload information problem, the design of our
visualization divides the network according to its hierarchy and visualize it separately in
different panels. Combined with the interaction techniques, the users can interact with the
tool and only explore the part of the network that they are interested in or the elements
where some anomaly activities may exist. Clicking the selected node and its lower level
linked nodes will appear in the next panel. In this way, the large-scale data can be divided
and only be shown separately with some interaction. If every panel could support to
visualize N nodes in a delectable layout and manner, and the visualization has q panels, the
order of magnitude of the data the tool can support is 𝑁 𝑞 . Thus, large-scale data can be
managed to be visualized elegantly and also not lose the context. Details of the design of
the visualization tool will be described in the following sections.

4.3.2

Overview

The whole visualization can be divided into two types of panels: the network panel (A1,
A2 and A3 in Figure 17) and the inside panel (B3 in Figure 17 and B1 and B2 are hidden).
The network panels are arranged in the upper position, and the inside panels are in the
lower position. There are both three network panels and three inside panels. As shown in
Figure 17, the A1 panel visualizes the whole border routers, core routers and edge routers
in the network. The A2 panel only visualizes the selected edge routers and its linked access
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routers. The A3 panel visualizes the selected access routers and its linked users. The overall
network information and condition are visualized in the network panel. Each inside panel
visualizes the inside router configuration information and the port-level QoS metrics of the
selected router. Some buttons, drop-down menus and filtering form are at the top of the
tool. The legend which indicates the color encoding of this visualization tool is placed on
the bottom of the page for better supporting users’ exploration. More details of these two
types of panels will be illustrated and discussed in Section 4.3.3 and Section 4.3.4.

Figure 17: The overview of the visualization tool

4.3.3

The Network Panel

The elements of visualization in the network panels are as follows. The glyph is made up
of a circle and a letter to represent each router. The letter comes from the initials of the type
of routers. The router type that each letter stands for are as follows: Border routers are
represented as B; Core routers are represented as C; Edge routers are represented as E;
Access routers are represented as A and User routers are represented as U. The nodes are
connected with links and links are represented as lines in our visualization. The color of
the nodes or links indicates the current utilization of the nodes or the links, and they are
with the same color encoding. The network administrators/planners only concern about the
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range that the utilization falls to and not the specific value. Therefore, in our visualization
tool, the quantitative utilization data are categorized into different levels, and the different
utilization groups are encoded with different colors. Due to the monitoring purpose, the
green color indicates the ‘healthy’ nodes or lines of which the utilization is below 50%,
and the red color alerts the users that the nodes or links are under a heavy workload so that
some actions may need to be adopted to fix this issue. The specific color encoding design
for the nodes and links are as follows: the green color shows that the utilization is below
50%; the yellow color shows that the utilization of this node or link is larger or equal to
50% and smaller than 65%; the orange color shows that the utilization of this node or link
is larger or equal to 65% and smaller than 80%; the red color shows that the utilization of
this node or link is larger or equal to 80%. Such color encoding could aid network
administrators and planners to easily identify where the utilization achieves the high level
and consequently worsens the network performance. The legend which indicates the color
encoding of the utilization group is also provided in the visualization tool to aid in
monitoring and planning. The three network panels are demonstrated in Figure 18.

Figure 18: The network panels
Instead of using other layouts, for example, matrices or tree layout, the force-directed graph
is selected to display the layout since it is more direct and intuitive. The nodes and links
are organized in the force-directed graph layout using position Verlet integration to allow
simple constraints. Verlet integration is a numerical method used to integrate Newton’s
equations of motion, and it is generally utilized to calculate trajectories of particles in
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molecular dynamics simulations [78]. This implementation also utilizes a quadtree to
accelerate charge interaction using the Barnes–Hut approximation [79]. Both the repulsive
charge force and a pseudo-gravity force are applied among the nodes. The pseudo-gravity
force keeps nodes centered in the visible area and avoids expulsion of disconnected
subgraphs, while links are fixed-distance geometric constraints. In addition, the force is
customized to place the nodes that are in the same location together in the visualization and
set apart nodes that are geographically away.
The background areas of the nodes indicate their location. The Voronoi diagram is utilized
to partition the plane into regions close to each of a given set of objects. Visualizing the
diagram is straightforwardly done by drawing the set of disjoint, adjacent planar polygons
that represent the diagram [80]. The different location areas are represented using different
levels of grey color. As shown in Figure 17, the legend that indicates the color encoding of
the nodes’ location is displayed at the bottom right of the page to directly support the
exploration of the visualization. In this way, it is intuitive to determine both the hierarchical
layer and the geographical position of the routers.

4.3.4

The Inside Panel

The inside panel visualizes the inside information of the router and it is demonstrated in
Figure 19. The rectangles represent the line cards, and as the inside structure of routers, the
line cards are divided into two slots. Each slot faces different levels of routers. There are
ports on the line cards in the routers. As the hierarchy of the routers, border routers’ ports
only connect with core routers, and the user routers only connect with the access routers.
Other routers each have two slots and the ports in these two slots link to an upper and lower
hierarchical level of routers respectively. In our visualization, the ports are represented as
circles and they are placed on the rectangles that represent line cards. The color of the ports
also encodes the utilization of the port and they have the same encoding with the nodes and
links’ utilization. The grey ports depict that the ports are not in utilization. The concrete
information of the router has been shown on the top of the panel which includes the name,
the chassis type, the memory type, the memory’s utilization, the processor type and
processors’ utilization.
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Figure 19: The B3 inside panel

4.3.5

Interaction

It is widely recognized that a large part of the usefulness of a network management tool
lies in its interactivity. The element of interactivity is basically defined as the ability to
respond to actions and dynamically change graphical representations. Interactivity is the
very element that generally makes the difference between a real usable application and a
mere depiction [60]. The design and development difficulty is that the implementation of
interactivity incorporates many unnecessary details and is widely cumbersome. Designing
suitable highly interactive visual tools will contribute to the network management. In our
visualization tool, the dynamic interaction is very vital and can help to solve the large-scale
information-overloaded problem and benefit the exploration of network data and the
planning and monitoring procedures.
After clicking the update button on the upper right corner of the page in the navigation bar,
the simulated data sent from the server will be visualized and displayed in the web browser.
The A1 panel which contains all the main routers in the network including border routers,
core routers and edge routers will be displayed in the original view of the visualization tool.
As demonstrated in Figure 20, when hovering the mouse on a particular node in the network
panels, the overall information of this node including the node name, exact utilization
number and location information will appear in the purple box on the top of the panel.
When the mouse leaves the node, the information will still be shown, and it will only be
changed when the mouse is hovering other nodes. When the mouse is hovering the link,
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the link information which contains the link source, the link target, and link utilization
appears in the lower line in the purple box. When the mouse leaves the link, the link
information will be disappeared.

Figure 20: Hovering the nodes or the links
In the A1 panel, when clicking the border router or the core routers, the typology of how
the selected nodes are connected to other nodes comes into view. As shown in Figure 21,
the symbol of the node and its connected nodes are still displayed, while other nodes are
blurred and their symbols are hidden. Only the circles of other nodes are shown to indicate
their existence and positions. Only the links that link the clicked node to its connected
nodes are vividly shown in the visualization, and the opacity of other links is decreased
and turned to gloomy. Thus, the way how the nodes are connected are visualized clearly
but also not lose the context. The users can easily catch the connection information of the
node they are interested in while still keep the idea of how other nodes are connected. At
the same time, the B1 panel will come into view. The inside structure of the selected nodes
will be visualized. Users can explore the inside information of the nodes. When clicking
the back button on the upper right side of the B1 panel, the B1 panel will disappear, and
the A1 panel will return to its original state. No node is selected, and the whole topology
of the border routers, core routers and edge routers are displayed totally.
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Figure 21: Clicking one of the core routers in the A1 panel
In the A1 panel, if clicking the edge router, the typology of how the edge router is
connected to the core router also be highlighted (Figure 22). Meanwhile, the A2 panel
comes into view. When clicking the back button on the upper left side of the A2 panel, the
A2 panel will disappear, and the A1 panel will return to its original state. No node is
selected, and the whole topology of the border routers, core routers and edge routers are
displayed totally in the A1 panel.
The selected edge routers and its linked access routers are visualized in the A2 panel. When
clicking the edge router in the A2 panel, the B2 panel which indicates the inside structure
of the edge router is shown. When clicking the back button on the upper right side of the
B2 panel, the B2 panel will disappear. When clicking the access router in the A2 panel,
the topology of how the access router is connected to the edge router is highlighted. Only
the symbols of the selected access node and its linked edge node are shown in the A2 view,
and the symbols of other nodes are hidden. Meanwhile, the A3 panel which visualizes the
topology of selected access nodes and its linked user nodes comes into view. The
interaction process has been represented in Figure 22.
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Figure 22: a- Clicking the edge router in the A1 panel (Up); b- Clicking the edge
router in the A2 panel (Middle); c- Clicking the access router in the A2 panel
(Down)
When clicking the access node in the A3 view, the B3 panel will be shown. If the back
button on the B3 panel is pressed, the B3 panel will be folded. If clicking the user node in
the A3 view, the user and its linked access node will be highlighted in the A3 panel, and
the B3 panel will be shown. When pressing the back button on the B3 panel, the B3 panel
will be folded, and the A3 will return to its original state.
The overall interaction pattern of the node clicking action in the network panel can be
summarized as follows. When clicking the node in the network panels, the typology of how
the selected node is connected to other nodes comes into view. The symbol of the node and
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its connected nodes are still displayed, while other nodes are blurred and their symbols are
hidden. Only the circles of other nodes are shown to indicate their existence and positions.
Only the links that link the clicked node to its connected nodes are vividly shown in the
visualization, and the opacity of other links is decreased and turned to gloomy. At the same
time, when the node being clicked is in its last panel, the inside panel of this node will be
displayed. If the node being clicked is not in its last panel, the next panel will be shown,
and both the clicked node and the lower hierarchical level of nodes that are linked to the
clicked node will be displayed in the next panel. In the visualization tool, the border routers,
core routers and edge routers are visualized in the A1 panel. The selected edge routers and
its linked access routers are shown in the A2 panel. The A3 panel displays the selected
access router and its connected user routers.

Figure 23: Clicking the user in the A3 panel
In the inside (B1, B2 and B3) panel, when the mouse over the ports, the port name, the port
it links to, the speed and the QoS information will be displayed as text in the purple box at
the bottom of the panel (as represented in Figure 24). The QoS information, including the
delay, jitter, packet loss, reliability, will be displayed.
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Figure 24: When mouse hovering on the port in the B3 panel
When clicking any of the port, it will turn to show the information of its linked port and
the inside information of the router the linked port is in. The inside panel of the current
node will be folded, and the inside panel of the node which the linked port is in will be
displayed. The visualization will also navigate to show the information of the router where
the linked port is located, and the network panel will turn to display the connection
information of this node. It will only show the information of the current hierarchy of the
node where the linked port locates and for example, if the node that the port links to is in
the A2 panel, the A3 panel will be disappeared. Also, the node and its linked nodes will be
highlighted. It will have the same display as if the node is clicked. As in Figure 25, it can
be seen that the ID of the port being hovered is A110SA4P1, and it lies in the line cards in
the edge facing slot. This port links to the port E2SB6P7, and the port E2SB6P7 belongs
to the edge router E2. When clicking the port A110SA4P1, the visualization will navigate
to show the information of the router E2. The A3 and B3 panel will be hidden. The B2
panel will be displayed to show all the inside information of the edge router E2 and also
the information of the port E2SB6P7 including its QoS metrics.
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Figure 25: When clicking the port, it will navigate to show the inside data of the
router where the linked port located and the information of the linked port.

4.3.6

Filtering Function and Alert Mode

When the user tends to filter the nodes or the ports according to node utilization, port
utilization, port delay, or port packet loss, they could type the number in the form and select
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the attributes on the drop-down menu. The tool will only show the nodes or ports whose
selected attribute is higher than the number. After filtering the nodes, the users can also
select the port attribute on the drop-down menu and input the number. The visualization
tool can display both part of the nodes and part of the ports whose utilization, delay or
packet loss is higher than the input number. The high utilization, delay, or packet loss
indicates that there may be some anomalous changes or activities, and it will lead to
degraded services and utilization. Therefore, showing the routers or the ports that may have
potential problems is beneficial for troubleshooting and performance monitoring in
network management and network planning. The views after filtering the routers according
to their utilizations are demonstrated in Figure 26, and Figure 27 illustrates the change in
the views when filtering the ports according to the port delay.

Figure 26: Filtering the routers according to the router utilization
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Figure 27: Filtering the ports according to the port delay
Besides the normal mode described above, the visualization tool also provides an alert
mode for network administrators to directly catch the anomaly so they could handle it
efficiently. The comparison between the normal mode view and the alert mode view is
demonstrated in Figure 28. When choosing the alert mode in the drop-down menu on the
top bar in the tool, the visualization will only display the red nodes, links and ports. The
red color means the utilization is higher than 80%. In this way, the workload of monitoring
could be reduced, and the network administrators could quickly identify the meaningful
anomalous activities.

Figure 28: The comparison between the normal mode and the alert mode
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4.4 Case Study
The intention of this network monitoring visualization tool is to help network
administrators to efficiently detect possible degradation and easily figure out the possible
anomalous devices so that it will be easy to tune the network resources accordingly. Also,
it should benefit the network planners in conducting their network health analysis and aid
in capacity planning since the network congestion points can be easily identified.
According to the requirements, several direct case studies have been proposed to illustrate
and examine this visualization tool.
A: Can the network administrators/planners efficiently detect the anomalous routers,
links or ports?
B: Can the network administrators/planners easily identify the node and its linked node?
C: Can the network administrators/planners easily figure out the configuration of the
routers?
D: Can the network administrators/planners monitor the QoS and detect possible QoS
degradation?
E: Can the network administrators identify the connection between each port? Can the
network administrators/planners navigate through the network in the level of ports?
F: Can the network administrators/planners interact with the network visualization tool
and filter the data to better monitor the network and derive the filtered data report for
future purposes?
A: In the normal mode (Figure 29a), through the color of each node, link and port, it is easy
to figure out which range their utilization is in. When mouse over the nodes or links, their
exact utilization number will be displayed in the window on the top of the panel. In the
alert mode (Figure 29b), it will only display all the nodes, links and ports with extremely
high utilization, which means all the elements displayed on the screen needs particular
attention. Instead of being driven by request and query, the alert mode provides more direct
ways to alert the network administrators. Network administrators can interact with these
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elements in the same way as in the normal mode. Network administrators can easily convert
between these two modes without losing the exploration stage and increasing the workload.
In this way, the anomalous nodes, links, and ports can be easily detected.

Figure 29: a- The normal mode (left); b- The alert mode (right)
B: As illustrated in Figure 30, when clicking one of the nodes, only the symbols of the
selected routers and its linked routers are shown, and the symbols of other routers will be
hidden. In this way, only the selected router, its linked routers and the links between them
are highlighted, and other routers and links are faded. In addition, the three network panels
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make it clear to identify the hierarchy of each connection and the number of hops between
two nodes.

Figure 30: The selected router with its linked routers and the link between them are
also highlighted. The different levels of connections are on different panels.
C: When mouse hovering around the router, its ID, its utilization and its location will be
displayed as text in the window at the top of the panel. The background color of the area
where the router is placed indicates the location of the router as well. When the inside panel
of the selected router is displayed, it is easy to identify its facing slot(s) and its line cards.
The rectangular represents the line card inside the router. It is easy to identify the quantity
of line cards in each slot in the router and the condition of the ports located in each card.
Also, the concrete information of the selected router will be shown on the top of the inside
panel, which includes the name of the router, the chassis type, the memory type, the
memory’s utilization, the processor type, and the processors’ utilization.
D: In the inside panel, when mouse over the ports, the specific QoS information of the port
will be shown as text in the window at the bottom of the panel. In addition, the network
administrators can filter the ports according to their port utilization, port delay or port
packet loss. Only the ports whose port utilization, port delay or port packet loss is beyond
the standard will be displayed, and an example is demonstrated in Figure 31. Users can
interact with the visualization and explore the network with these ports. In this way, it is
very efficient to detect possible QoS degradation, conduct health analysis, and still can
obtain enough information of the network.
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Figure 31: Filter the ports, and the visualization tool only shows the ports whose
delay is higher than 200ms.
E: In the inside panel, when clicking the port, it will navigate to the port it links to. The
inside panel of the current router will be folded, and the inside panel of the router where
the linked port is located will be shown. The information of the linked port including the
speed and QoS metrics will be displayed as text at the bottom of the inside panel.
Meanwhile, the router in the network panel will be highlighted. If some port has a degraded
service, it is very convenient to identify and locate which port it links to and check the
condition of the linked port and its routers. It is beneficial for the network administrators
or planners to identify the anomalous element and efficiently check the condition of
elements that may be affected.
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F: As mentioned in the D case, the visualization tool enables users to filter the port to
better detect possible QoS degradation. Besides this, as shown in Figure 32, the nodes can
also be filtered according to the router utilization. Only the suspect routers are displayed in
the panel. In addition, the data information of the filtered ports or the filtered routers will
be stored in the additional data file as the performance report for future use.

Figure 32: Filter the routers with specific utilization range
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Chapter 5

5

Conclusion

5.1 Summary
With the increasing size and complexity of next-generation communication networks, it is
critical to utilize interactive information visualization to support the network monitoring,
planning, and management. Effectively visualizing large-scale networks has been
considered difficult with traditional methods because the density of link is high, and the
relationship between nodes is complicated. Given the limited screen space, it is essential
to explore how to present ultra-large-scale network data efficiently that can assist Internet
Service Provider’s (ISP) network planning and management activities. To overcome the
limitation of the node-link layout in a large-scale network, many previous works have
explored this problem and proposed the following methods: adopting parameter focusing,
zooming techniques, 3D layout, and novel graph modeling. However, there still exist some
problems with these methods. Some visualization systems may lose the context or be
confusing to navigate. Others may not be able to contain enough details or visualize the
ultra-large-scale network data efficiently.
This thesis is motivated to explore how to better visualize the large-scale network data and
provide enough low-level details and thus enables the network planners or administrators
to plan and monitor the next-generation communication network efficiently. The system
proposed in this thesis introduces a way of elegantly visualizing the topology of a largescale computer network and visualizes the relevant information concerning it, including
the router configuration and port level QoS metrics. The design of the visualization system
combines the idea of progressive disclosure and multiple panels, and it divides the routers
according to its hierarchy and visualizes them in different panels with the semantic
zooming and brushing interaction techniques for users to monitor and explore the network.
Representing additional information has often been considered cumbersome due to
inefficient visual network topology abstraction and overloaded layout. Compared with the
previous works, this system can clearly visualize and display the information of the inside
configuration of the routers and the port level QoS metrics, with the designed multiple
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panels layout. Also, network administrators and network planners will not lose the context
of the connection and condition information during the exploration, and it is easy to
navigate through both the router-level connection and port-level connection. It could
improve their response time and speed up identifying the trouble to better solve anomaly
problems and conduct health analysis. Additionally, the system provides the data filtering
feature for the users to better plan and monitor the communication network. The different
modes, including the normal mode and alert mode, can satisfy the diverse needs and benefit
the monitoring process. Moreover, the visualization system proposed in this thesis is realtime, and it can improve diagnoses and support timely response and decision making.

5.2 Limitation and Future Work
There are mainly two limitations in this work at this stage. The first one is that currently
the visualization tool is fed with the simulated data. In the future, the system could involve
the real-world large-scale data collection, salient features extraction and data analysis to
better structure the real-word data for visualization. Secondly, the current visualization is
designed to allow updating the visualization only when clicking the button. The real-time
data coming from the server can only be visualized when the ‘update’ button is clicked. In
the future, more options may be provided for users to choose whether updating the
visualization automatically or manually.
Besides all the limitations discussed above, other advanced features and techniques could
be added or combined into this visualization system in future work. Some machine
learning techniques could be combined to predict the anomaly and the fluctuation of the
QoS. Some other machine learning techniques may be applied to cluster the routers, the
links and the nodes. The router nodes could be divided according to these clusters and
visualized in different panels, besides according to the hierarchy of the routers. In addition,
the QoS metrics information could be analyzed, and some summary statistic charts could
be provided. Also, a timeline with long-term historical data over the same view may be
provided to aid in capacity planning. In this way, overloaded elements of the network could
be easily identified and analyzed. Moreover, the traffic flow monitoring and packet-level
capture can be visualized upon this visualization tool in the future, and some animation of
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events could be provided to recognize the unusual behavior and benefit the resource
allocation and planning.
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